[The biochemistry of cerebral aging in man and in experimental models (author's transl)].
The biochemistry of cerebral aging in man is very little known. Two theories form the basis of current studies: the purely genetic theory and the catastrophic error theory (which explains senescence by a series of errors affecting protein synthesis). Whatever the mechanisms envisaged, they result in abnormalities in the biochemical structures of membranes and of cellular metabolism. However, senescence is not a chance phenomenon and certain regions, certain circuits, certain cells and certain metabolisms are more resistant than others. Cholinergic and catecholaminergic pathways are affected more than GABAergic and serotoninergic pathways. The substratum of the morphological lesions seen during senescence is poorly understood. Neurofilaments arranged in spirals characteristic of neurofibrillary degeneration have been isolated and partially analysed. There is no animal model which reproduces all the morphological changes seen in man. However, certain biochemical, structural and metabolic changes are sufficiently well reproduced in rodents in which changes in catecholamine would also seem to exist.